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QUESTION: 73 

Review the diagram below. It depicts the following: 

Assuming the next request for an HTTP session attribute is a new attribute that is not 

stored in a near-cache, the client’s session attribute is fetched from the remaining 

storageenabled server in cluster 2. Why is the session attribute retrieved from this other 

server’s cache? (Choose the best answer.) 

A. Coherence*Web stores sessions in a distributed cache on the back end and the 

request fails over to the new location after partition re-balancing takes place. 

B. Coherence*Web stores sessions in a replicated cache on the back end and the request 

fails over to the new location automatically. 

C. Coherence*Web stores sessions in a shared disk cache on the back end and 

Coherence*Web automatically load balances requests. 

D. Coherence*Web stores sessions in a cache that is backed by a database cache loader. 

The data is fetched from the database and placed into the cache on the new server. 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 74 

Examine the domain diagram: 



 
 

Assume all servers are up and running and you have just started an offline WLST 

interactive session. Assume further that the username/password “weblogic/Welcome1” 

maps to a valid administrator. 

You type two lines of WLST code: 

connect(‘weblogic’,‘Welcome1’,‘host02.acme.com:7101’) print cmo.getType() + ‘:’ + 

cmo.getName() 

What will be printed? (Choose the best answer.) 

 

 

A. Domain:TestDomain 

B. DomainRuntime:server03 

C. Server:server03 

D. Machine:machine02 

E. Session:weblogic  

 

 

Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION: 75 

Your development team is considering several different types of new applications. You 

have been asked to advise them concerning which types can be deployed in WebLogic 

Server leveraging the Production Redeployment feature. Which application deployment 

type is NOT supported for Production Redeployment? (Choose the best answer.) 

 

 

A. enterprise applications (EAR) that contain a Coherence Grid Archive (GAR) module 

B. web service applications that are conversational or that use reliable messaging 

C. standalone Enterprise Java Bean (EJB) applications 

D. enterprise applications (EAR) that are accessed by inbound JMS messages  

 

 

Answer: A 

 

 



QUESTION: 76 

You want to create a WebLogic Server (WLS) Work Manager with a Response Time 

Request Class of one second. You start to create the following WLST script: 

 

 
 

Which two can replace the missing sequence to finish this script? (Choose two.)  

 

 

A. 

cmo.addTarget(getMBean('/Servers/ManagedServer'))cd('edit:/SelfTuning/wls_domain/

WorkManagers/MyWorkManager')cmo.setResponseTimeRequestClass(getMBean('/Self

Tuning/wls_do main/ResponseTimeRequestClasses/MyResponseTime')) 

 

B. 

managedServer=getMBean('/Servers/ManagedServer')cmo.addTarget(managedServer)c

mo.setW 

orkManaqer(getMBean('/SelfTuning/wls_domain/WorManagers/MyWorkManager')) 

 

C. 

cd('edit:/Servers/ManagedServer')cmo.addTarget(getMBean('/SelfTuning/wls_domain/R

espon 

seTimeRequestClasses/MyResponseTime'))cmo.addTarget(getMBean('/SelfTuning/wls_

domain 

/WorkManagers/MyWorkManager')) 

 

D. 

managedServer=getMBean('/Servers/ManagedServer')cmo.addTarget(managedServer)c

d('edit:/ 

SelfTuning/wls_domain/WorkManagers/MyWorkManager')cmo.setResponseTimeRequ

estClass 

(getMBean('/SelfTuning/wls_domain/ResponseTimeRequestClasses/MyResponseTime')

) 

 

E. 

cmo.addTarqet('/Servers/ManagedServer')cd('/SelfTuning/wls_domain/WorkManagers/

MyWo 

rkManager')cmo.setResponseTimeRequestClass('/SelfTuning/wls_domain/ResponseTim

eRequestClasses/MyResponseTime')  

 

 



Answer: A, D 

 

 

QUESTION: 77 

Your developers have decided to use a deployment plan with their applications that will 

be deployed by WebLogic administrators into one or more WebLogic Server production 

environments. Which two primary goals can be accomplished by leveraging a 

deployment plan? (Choose two.) 

 

 

A. Expose the external resource requirements of the application, such as JNDI names of 

datasources. 

B. Expose additional configurable properties, such as tuning parameters. 

C. Expose the targeted servers for deployment. 

D. Expose the specific Java EE modules within the application, such as EJBs. 

E. Expose access points into the application, such as a WSDL for web services.  

 

 

Answer: A, B 

 

 

QUESTION: 78 

Which three Weblogic server entities can be set up for service level migration? (Choose 

three.) 

 

 

A. JMS Server 

B. JOLT Service 

C. JTA Transaction Recovery Service 

D. User Defined Singleton Service 

E. JDBC Service 

F. JNDI Service  

 

 

Answer: A, C, D 

 

 

QUESTION: 79 

What are two differences between a group and a role? (Choose two.) 

 

 

A. Groups are static and roles are dynamic and conditional. 

B. Roles can be scoped to applications and groups are only global. 

C. Roles are static and groups are dynamic and conditional. 

D. Groups can be scoped to applications and roles are only global. 

E. Groups can contain roles but roles cannot contain groups.  

 

 

Answer: A, B 



QUESTION: 80 

You manage an application that uses SAML tokens from a trusted voucher to provide 

single sign-on for virtual clients of your WebLogic domain. Your domain uses an 

identity assertion provider to manage this authentication. Clients are failing to 

authenticate. Client return codes and server log files do not include any useful 

information that can he used to discern where the issue lies. What do you do to 

determine the problem? 

 

 

A. Configure SAML and provider debugging, perform a test client request, and analyze 

the server logs for errors. 

B. Inspect network packets to examine token data because, for security purposes, the 

server does not provide detailed information. 

C. Configure the security debug log, perform a test client request, and analyze the log 

for errors. 

D. Reorder the SAML identity asserter provider to determine if the problem is related to 

virtual users. 

 

 

Answer: A 
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